
Land use enhancements for the Rand Road Corridor include explor-
ing concepts for key development sites in order to determine how 
they fit within the overall corridor, particularly in relation to some of 
the transportation improvements described in the previous chapter.  
A review of potential zoning revisions is also provided to support the 
development concepts and overall use of land along the corridor.

Land use enhancement concepts for the Rand Road Corridor are 
presented in the following parts:

KEY DEVELOPMENT SITES
While much of the Rand Road Corridor is built out, a limited num-
ber of areas for development / redevelopment exist.  The intent 
of reviewing them in this plan is to focus on how they can best be 
coordinated with the overall corridor.  One of the sites considered 
is currently vacant with development pending – the Mitchell Buick 
Site.  A second area is the triangle at Rand and Kensington Roads 
(southeast quadrant).  Ideas for that area are presented for consid-
eration should these properties be assembled for redevelopment.  A 
third site considered is at Rand and Camp McDonald Roads.  Again, 
development there is not pending.  However, the mix and age of 
uses in that area make future redevelopment there a consideration.

ZONING CONCEPTS
The Mount Prospect Zoning Ordinance and other development reg-
ulations are currently under review by the Village.  These regula-
tions have served the Village well, particularly in facilitating a broad 
range of permitted uses along Rand Road.  Further, the Village has 
a well-established and a sound development review and approval 

process for considering new developments and conditional uses.  
The ongoing refinement by the Village of these ordinances is a 
prudent step to keep them current with development and design 
practices, and in that regard will serve the Village well.  Ideas to be 
considered for code enhancement are provided in this section.

DESIGN CONCEPTS [FOR PUBLIC & PRIVATE PROPERTIES]

Urban design elements along a regional corridor, such as Rand Road, 
can enhance its appearance and usability for visitors.  Improvements to 
public property (rights-of-way) are commonly aesthetic and informa-
tional.  For example, the Village gateway signage at Rand Road and 
Central Avenue uses an attractive sign and landscaping to tell visitors 
and residents that they have entered Mount Prospect.  As for transit 
and transportation elements, these often are incorporated into the corri-
dor, and designed and installed to contribute to its overall urban design 
character.  On private property, urban design elements generally focus 
on aesthetics and ease of use by visitors.  Clear paths and signage 
indicating store locations, unified and good-looking building design, and 
internal landscaping are some of the tools applied to make shopping 
centers attractive to customers.

>> SEE CHAPTER 5 FOR THE DESIGN CONCEPTS
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CHAPTER 4

DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS



DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Three primary development opportunity sites are noted for the Rand 
Road Corridor: (1) Mitchell Buick Site; (2) Kensington Triangle Site; 
and (3) Camp McDonald Site.  General site details and potential de-
velopment concepts for each site are summarized below.  Based on 
discussions with Village officials, input from the community, and the 
market assessment report, these three sites hold the most potential to 
generate transformative change to the Rand Road Corridor in terms of 
activating a vacant site (Mitchell Buick Site), increasing the economic 
vitality of Randhurst Village by modifying Kensington Road (Kensing-
ton Triangle Site), and enhancing the northern entry into the corridor 
(Camp McDonald Site).

As the Mitchell Buick site is actively being developed, noted here are 
notions that may be incorporated into the site as it continues through 
the development approval process.  However, other sites are far from 
pending in terms of seeking or accommodating new developments.  
There are too many variables to their potential redevelopment to de-
sign a best approach at this point in time.  For example, each would 
present property acquisition challenges to development.  The scenar-
ios are shown here to provide understanding of each site’s develop-
ment potential, challenges, and initial thoughts for redevelopment, par-
ticularly in regards to the possibility that the Village is approached with 
such plans by a developer.

OTHER SITES
While only three key development opportunity sites are 
specifically identified for this plan, other sites throughout the 
Rand Road Corridor will present potential for future redevelop-
ment as market conditions change and property owners seek 
alternative uses for their sites.  Other sites may not necessarily 
need to be redeveloped or overhauled to a significant extent.  
They may benefit from site improvements that can:

q Enhance building façades
q Create more inviting spaces through landscaping
       and urban design
q Improve site access and circulation
q Rehab or remove deteriorated site conditions; and
q Modernize aging infrastructure.

Described in the Design Concepts for Public and Private 
Properties in Chapter 5, these types of site improvements are 
intended to be general in form and widely applicable, which 
provides flexibility to property owners and the Village in adapt-
ing the design concepts for a variety of sites along the Rand 
Road Corridor.
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MITCHELL BUICK SITE
KEY DEVELOPMENT SITE #1

The Mitchell Buick site is located on the west side of Rand Road between 
Thayer Street and Henry Street.  Vacated in 2008, the site creates an 
approximate 5.8-acre property that has garnered development interest 
in varying forms, including a restaurant and a gas station, which would 
use a portion of the site.  Located across Rand Road from Walmart, there 
is opportunity to introduce commercial uses to the Mitchell Buick site and 
the west side of Rand Road.  Context sensitive design will be imperative, 
as residential uses surround the site to the north, west, and south.  Ad-
ditionally, visibility from and safe access to Rand Road will be important 
characteristics for future site development.  Further consideration of ac-
cess to the site is addressed in the transportation improvements in Sec-
tion 2.  Context sensitive element may include:

q Physical landscape screening adjacent to residential uses;
q Attractive landscaping along Rand Road that includes screening 

of parking lots;
q Oriented buildings, driveways, and any drive-throughs to limit 

sound and light impacts on adjacent properties;
q Access to and integration of shared use paths into site design;
q Limited ingress and egress to Thayer and Henry Streets to mini-

mize traffic impacts on residents; and
q Safe access between the site and transportation network for all 

forms of travel.

In order to best support new commercial development, the site will need 
to be rezoned from R1 (Single Family Residential).  The B3 zoning classi-
fication would be consistent with adjacent commercial uses.
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KENSINGTON TRIANGLE SITE
KEY DEVELOPMENT SITE #2

The parcels south of Kensington Road hold potential for 
redevelopment, particularly given that certain parcels cur-
rently vacant or underutilized.  While there are existing 
businesses on some parcels, there are benefits gained by 
including them in a new development. Primarily, the op-
portunity that these parcels – many of which were devel-
oped on a piecemeal basis – to be part of a larger develop-
ment site. A bigger property allows for a more substantial 
building and for the resulting development to be better in-
tegrated with the overall corridor and, perhaps, Randhurst 
Village.  For example, the existing Holiday Inn could be 
included as part of the larger development site and share 
the type of synergy that the Hampton Inn experiences as 
a result of its relationship to retail shops and restaurants in 
the revamped Randhurst Village.
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SCHEME B: KENSINGTON & RAND
Kensington Road remains, separate east and west site development
55,000 square feet, 229 cars (4.1 cars per 1,000 square feet)

Rear loaded town homes with integrated garages, 24’ wide x 60’ long 

25,000 square feet - Commercial

Holiday Inn Site

30,000 square feet - Commercial

Mount Prospect Gateway

CONCEPT A

The Kensington & Rand Concept A (above) shows a redevelop-
ment scenario in which the Holiday Inn remains and new devel-
opment sites to its east and west are created.  This sketch reflects 
several options of what could occur in this area. 

On the east portion of the site, the area fronting Rand Road pres-
ents commercial development opportunities similar to others on 
the corridor.  However, short of a significant reuse of the prop-
erty, the site is too deep (running all the way back to Kensington 
Road) to be all commercial.  Therefore, this scenario shows it as 
new townhomes along Kensington Road.  This scenario would 
keep with the current residential zoning, and be consistent with 
indications from the market analysis that potential exists along the 
corridor for additional multifamily development.

The properties west of the Holiday Inn are shown as commercial 
uses.  This site creates an opportunity for new commercial devel-
opment clearly oriented toward the high visibility of Rand road.  
Such development can be challenging as the property would be 
triangular in shape.  However, there are examples along Rand 
Road of such sites developing, perhaps with a single user rather 
than a multi-tenant building. As they sketch shows, the site is large 
enough to parking along Rand Road to encourage patronage.
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SCHEME A: KENSINGTON & RAND
Vacated Kensington Road, Retail with Internal Streetscape 
56,000 square feet, 235 cars (4.2 cars per 1,000 square feet)

Rear loaded town homes with integrated garages, 24’ wide x 60’ long 

25,000 square feet - Commercial

Holiday Inn Site

Mount Prospect Gateway

15,000 square feet - Commercial

16,000 square feet - Commercial

As noted in this plan, one of the strategies to help alleviate the 
traffic congestion and circulation issues that beleaguer this portion 
of the Rand Road corridor is to vacate certain segments of inter-
secting roads to improve traffic flow.  Such an approach would be 
to vacate two segments of Kensington Road. While this change is 
not anticipated as a near term action, and may not be the answer 
pursued by the Village and IDOT, it is worth noting that the action 
would create development and urban design options. Vacating 
these segments creates two new pieces of land that may enhance 
new development.

The sketch plan shown in Kensington & Rand Concept B (above) 
shows how a vacated and closed off Kensington Road would ex-
pand the development potential of the west redevelopment area 
of the site. The larger property creates options for improved cir-
culation on site and more commercial square footage. The added 
area also creates the option for a bigger landscaped corner or 
gateway feature, if desired, and an open space area that might 
accommodate outdoor dining or other activity.

CONCEPT B
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CAMP McDONALD SITE
KEY DEVELOPMENT SITE #3

Situated at the southeast corner of Rand Road and Camp McDonald 
Road, this particular site is unique in that it is located at the northern en-
try point into the Rand Road Corridor.  As a result, the site serves as 
the northern gateway into not only the corridor but the entire Village of 
Mount Prospect.  With such a prominent position as an entry into the 
Village, this site holds potential to serve as a major gateway and set the 
tone for the character of Mount Prospect.  While complete redevelop-
ment is impractical at this time because of the existing commercial uses, 
improvements to the existing site could have a comparable impact on 
enhancing the visual appearance of the site.

Site improvements to the Camp McDonald Site will need to be context 
sensitive to form adequate buffering and transition to the adjacent Stone-
gate Manor residences to the east.  With Rand Road traversing at a diag-
onal, its crossing with Camp McDonald Road creates a three-way inter-
section that forms a unique triangular site and vantage points for people 
entering and leaving Mount Prospect.  In addition to the commercial 
uses on this site, the north side of Camp McDonald Road is comprised 
of commercial uses, including the Brandenberry Park retail strip center 
and Family Video on the east side of Rand Road and the Keyes Motel 
on the west side.  Rolling Green Country Club is located on the west side 
of Rand Road.  All adjacent uses north of Camp McDonald Road and 
west of Rand Road are located in the neighboring Arlington Heights and 
Prospect Heights.  As a result, collaboration with both municipalities is 
encouraged regarding any site improvements that are intended to en-
hance the gateway elements at the overall Rand Road/Camp McDonald 
Road intersection to encourage a more unified approach to enhancing 
this entry point into the three communities.
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In terms of zoning, most of the parcels are zoned RX (Single 
Family Residential), except the Taco Bell parcel that is zoned B3 
(Community Shopping).  Since the existing commercial charac-
ter is anticipated to remain in the development concept shown 
below, it is recommended that all seven parcels that comprise 
the Camp McDonald U-Haul site maintain a uniform B3 zoning 
to be consistent with the Taco Bell parcel and the adjacent Met-
ro Federal Credit Union further south along Rand Road.

Understanding impacts and opportunities from potential rede-
velopment of the area is considered in two scenarios, reflective 
of the complexities of property acquisition and other develop-
ment challenges. The first, shown as Camp McDonald & Rand 
Scheme A assumes that the Taco Bell and Day Care remain 
and redevelopment occurs on either side of those businesses. 
Scheme B assumes that the Day Care is included in the rede-
velopment and shows improved parking and circulation that is 

ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS
While not considered a primary development opportunity on the cor-
ridor, the group of properties located at 200, 204, and 208 Rand Road 
are occasionally raised as potential for expansion of the commercial 
node at Rand Road and Route 83 (the properties are located directly 
west of the Chick-Fil-A site). The sites combined are approximately 
one and a half acres in size, and could be developed consistent with 
other sites to the east. Redevelopment of these properties would entail 
consolidation into a single site, rezoning to B-4 Commercial Corridor to 
be consistent with adjacent sites, and developing under a site plan that 
adequately buffers the adjacent residential properties and mitigates 
potential adverse impacts.

possible with a larger development property. Key opportunities 
to be noted for either redevelopment scheme are the opportu-
nity for a Village gateway sign to be installed at the corner and 
that any new commercial developments be oriented toward 
Rand Road. 

The development scenarios are designed to address the site 
access issues that characterize the Camp McDonald Site.  In 
particular, the site is served by three curb cuts within a span 
of 400 feet along Camp McDonald Road and seven curb cuts 
within a span of 700 feet along Rand Road.  Improving site 
access will not only provide for more efficient circulation but 
also create a more integrated site design that effectively utiliz-
es land and provides access points in a compact area.  When 
consolidating curb cuts, there is often times the added benefit of 
freeing up valuable space to accommodate elements like land-
scaping and signage in a more orderly manner.
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SCHEME A: CAMP MCDONALD & RAND
Separate East & West Site Redevelopments
16,000 square feet, 72 cars (4.5 cars per 1,000 square feet)

10,000 square feet - Commercial
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SCHEME B: CAMP MCDONALD & RAND
Integrated Site with Shared Access and Parking
21,000 square feet, 90 cars (4.2 cars per 1,000 square feet)
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ZONING CONCEPTS

The permitted use lists, bulk standards, and development approval process spelled out in the existing Village of Mount Pros-
pect Zoning Ordinance and other development related codes have been favorable to facilitating development on the Rand 
Road Corridor.  The market overview conducted as part of this plan indicates the benefit of the current standards, in that they 
include broad use lists that provide flexibility to those leasing property and permit the corridor to be responsive to changes 
in the market.  In addition, the Village is in the process of revising the zoning ordinance to address already identified items 
in need of refinement.  Therefore, substantial changes to development regulations are not a recommendation of this plan.  
However, certain items relevant to the corridor should be considered as the Village undertakes its zoning revisions.

SHARED PARKING
Required number of parking spaces for commercial uses in the cor-
ridor, and the rest of the Village, are addressed in Section 14.2224: 
Off Street Parking Requirements.  This table of parking standards 
covers most off street parking along the corridor by addressing 
overall “shopping centers” rather than specific uses (though some 
uses are noted). In general, this approach has worked well.  How-
ever, additional flexibility might be considered in regard to section 
14.2213: Collective Provisions.  This standard requires that:

“Off street parking facilities for separate uses on the same 
lot may be provided collectively if the total number of spaces 
provided collectively is not less than the sum of the separate 
requirements for each such use and provided that all reg-
ulations governing location of accessory parking spaces in 
relation to the use served are adhered to.”

This standard can limit flexibility for some shopping centers or the 
ability of adjacent uses to share parking.  The ability to share parking 
without the total number of spaces equaling the sum of individual 
parking requirements could be considered in instances where the 
applicant can evidence that uses in the center (or those sharing park-
ing) have different peak parking demand times, such as breakfast or 
dinner oriented restaurants.  The relief could be granted under either 
the Village’s administrative or commission based procedures.

UNIQUE USES
Section 14.604: Land Use Tables provides an extensive list of uses 
that can be located in the various zoning districts throughout the 
Village.  The list of uses has served the Village well from an eco-
nomic development perspective in that it facilitates a broad number 
of permitted businesses along Rand Road (and other commercial 
areas).  The list is extensive and anticipates many different types 
of businesses, designating them as either permitted, conditional, 
or not permitted.  Conditional uses are those that by nature may 
cause specific impacts on the property or to nearby sites, and re-
quire an additional level of commission review to ensure they meet 
established zoning standards.  Given changes to the national econ-
omy in recent years, the types of uses businesses that may present 
themselves to the Village may be “one-offs” that do not fit the types 
of common businesses noted in the use list.  To be in a position to 
address potential impacts from such “Unique Uses” the Village may 
wish to evaluate adding such a category as a condition use to the 
use table.

LANDSCAPE REQUIREMENTS
Current zoning standards in the Village require an effective mix of 
landscape types for new development.  These include standards for:

q Interior and perimeters of parking lots,
q Building foundation plantings,
q Landscaping around the site perimeter, 
q Adjacent rights of way,
q Tree preservation, and
q Enhanced requirements for commercial development adja-

cent to residential uses.

The overall character of the Rand Road Corridor is addressed for 
this plan in the subsequent section on Urban Design.  However, 
some changes to the zoning ordinance landscape section might be 
considered as the Village reviews the code. 

Plantings as Screening: Section 14.2306.C.1: Parking Lot Landscap-
ing for Front and Corner Side Yards requires that a 50% screen of 
planting three feet high is required for new development (and a 
100% screen is required across from residential uses).  This land-
scape requirement goes a long way to softening the view of parking 
lots along corridors like Rand Road.  The 3-foot height limit is intend-
ed to not block the view businesses, but to screen the view of cars 
and car grills from the road.  To further enhance the appearance of 
the corridor, the Village should consider requiring the 100% screen 
in regard to all commercial parking lots, rather than just across from 
residential uses, which is a limited condition on Rand Road.

Shade Trees: Similarly, this section requires that a shade tree be 
planted the equivalent of every 75 feet along a front property line 
across from residential uses. When the residential property abuts a 
rear or side yard, the requirement is for a tree to be planted every 
50 feet (reflective of the fact that buildings will be closer to this lot 
lines). To enhance the aesthetic character of the corridor, the Village 
may consider requiring shade trees every 50 feet along the corridor 
from all uses.

Sustainable Infrastructure: Rain gardens, bio swales, and native 
landscapes are increasingly being used to meet both landscape 
and stormwater management needs.  These elements, described 
further in the urban design section, can be set as requirements, op-
tions, or used as incentives in the Village landscape regulations.
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